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In 1996 I was commissioned to create 3 painted furniture ranges by China Accent 

Hong Kong.  My contract expanded on immediate success, into my major career role 

spanning 15 years. I went overnight from furniture restorer and maker to senior 

designer of furniture and accessories:  designing highly commercial classical-chic 

products into mass retail market of USA:  Pier one Imports USA, Jaytex, Imax, HIM 

Mexico, Bombay Furniture and recently Impressionen of Germany were mainstay 

clients.  This was a major creative design management role.  

My tasks included the development of trend insight, the day to day managing of the 

design team, the development of concept and carrying these through all detailed 

stages of production and various departments to client.  This required multi facing, 

close up daily supervision and motivation, demonstration of construction principles 

and technique, ensuring highest product performance and quality. 

I am a clear communicator and a versatile team member.  I thrive on individual 

challenges and successful teamwork keeping a cool head and high performance.  

Currently I am freelancing in furniture design for UK, EU and Italian clients. 

  

1996 - 2010: China Accent (CAC Hong Kong Ltd) Senior 
Designer: Furniture, Home Accessories 
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China Accent a major creative role spanning 15 years. Reporting to CEO in Hong Kong 

China and UK studio.  Directing vendors, merchandisers and design  team, overseeing 

all aspects of design production detailing, brand and design development and QC.  

I joined CAC in 1996 as they attempted a major change in product style. CEO sought 

dynamic leader to introduce colour and  shape in European rustic elegance styling to 

the production departments. My first task steered transition from traditional Chinese 

furniture manufacture to European rustics. My role was to meet a fair measure of 

cultural resistance with support and clarification, find talent, train and match abilities 

and to meet design objectives. 

My achievement was to shape and manage all design and factory production processes, 

delivering powerful growth, large scale expansion and successful product development 

over 15 years. 

Specialisation and Tasks 

Product design, trend, procurement, concept, brand and range development, quality 

control, exhibition, interior, showroom and retail spatial design. 

Various tasks on different stages of design from: 

- following briefs and tasks from customers/ company 

- researching specific area of market using multiple methods 

- creating scrapbook, mood board/ early presentation to set directions 

- creating new design based on research (sketches, 3D models, renderings) 

- creating whole range of products (models, 3D models, renderings, presentation 

posters) 

- creating technical drawings and documentation 

- communication with production (specifying details, materials, finishes, fittings) 

- preparation of manuals/ assembly instructions 

  

2005 - Nov 2007: Jatex International, USA: Accessories 
and Furniture Branding and Design 

Appointed with the brief to bring immediate fresh change to unusual blend of product 

ranges which  became one of my biggest career challenges and successes. Jatex were 

losing out on position as wholesalers of Turkish rugs and rustic copper wares. My role 

was to expand new categories and infuse a strong Jatex brand ID.  
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My production and design role needed to flag and overcome any challenges, by 

delivering clear design solutions, new skills training, technical and quality control 

remedies, with continual guidance and support to newcomers. 

Specialisation and Tasks 

Product design, trend, procurement, concept, brand and range development, quality 

control, exhibition, interior, showroom and retail spatial design. 

- following briefs and tasks from customers/ company 

- researching specific area of market using multiple methods inc comp shop and 

network building 

- creating style sheets, mood boards/ early presentation to set directions 

- creating new design based on research (sketches, 3D models, renderings) 

- creating whole range of products (models, 3D models, renderings, presentation 

posters) 

- creating technical drawings and documentation 

- communication with production (specifying details, materials, finishes, fittings) 

- preparation of manuals/ assembly instructions 

Start-up Project 

2006: JTX intended to enter the widening US ‘Home Accents’ market yet had no 

product to do so. My NPD concept included bold forms for new ceramic and copper 

accessories building a rapid new head-turner look from the ground up.  

Furniture ranges benefited from a new spicy theme of rich noire, earth and ochre tones, 

Turkish kilim and leather upholstery, simple strong lines, copper leaf features and 

Italian stylish carved details. 

Collections launched with strong success transforming the Jatex trading platform. 

Stage 2:  China Sourcing Office, QC Project Management 

I was tasked with expending on success and setting up a sourcing team in China for 

ceramic production classic painted furniture collections. I attended all negotiations 

with new staff members and set out scope. My role involved me attending QC detailing 

of sample manufacture and set all production standards.  The office was up and 

running in 30 days. 

Tasks included:  

 Reactive glaze technical product development, quality control – 400-1000 skus per annum 
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 Drive and ambassador NPD with partners in Turkey, India and China. 

 Train and support production companies and staff. 

 QC ranges of fusion Ebonised living room sets – East West lines and inlayed walnut veneer 

details. 

 Develop all sets seasonally 

 

1988 - 1999 Tricia Guild, Designers Guild, London UK, 
Painted Furniture 

Tricia is a dynamic colour specialist with a keen eye. She was a major client for nearly a 

decade and represents an important technical career success in my upskilling of 

product innovation and bold colour.  

For DG I was furniture stylist and colourist for advertising shoots, publications and 

retail sales. In 1988 I was appointed by Tricia Guild, to create  a series of furniture  

titled ‘Santa Fe’ from 3 original distressed chairs she had sourced in NYC flea markets 

originally out of New Mexico.  Tricia wanted something bold and unpredictably 

inspiring for her new table-top publication  ‘Painted Country’. 

Brief 

To create a new paint effect that melded contemporary colours and motif with heavily 

aged, rustic furniture forms. 

Furniture sourced in Holland for the range were original 19th century heavy Swedish,  

Spanish and French rustic wardrobes and country tables. Destination: magazine and 

publication shoots. I redesigned and modified pieces for these unique bespoke 

collections. 

I developed 2 distinct and unique distressed finishes out of experimentation and the 

breaking down of specialist faux finish formulations.  These had to appear complex yet 

be easy to repeat and render.  The final skus were centre piece to major publications, 

glossy publications and dynamic manequines for all new fabric collections to hang 

from: 

         1.    Creation of multi layered rustic finishes with distress  

         2.   Mexican Driftwood: eroded finish with chalky silverwood stain and fragmented paint         

 clusters  (tables, table tops and small items). 

The collections were an immediate sell-out retail success, continuing for 9 years. 

 

CAD • Macintosh or PC – Auto  CAD, freehand sketch/draft • DTP Word processing: Photoshop, 

InDesign, Excel, PPt,  
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EDUCATION & TRAINING • Online MA Fine Art Yr 1 of 2 completed, Camberwell School of Arts 

and Crafts • BA Fine Art and Design – First Class Honours, Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts 

• Computer Graphics – London School of Printing • Graphic Design Studio Practice – London 

School of Printing 
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